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Sometimes, the solution  is
 just a benchmark away. .
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Information Network Infrastructure

The base of automation either in business, building, campus or community is the building information network: a 
flexible and scalable communications infrastructure that serve as a foundation for all other systems. An intelligent 
building infrastructure - structured cabling systems, is the most basic building block of information network that 
harness technology and link buildings to business systems in order to achieve more efficiency, higher productivity, 
better security and better comfort. The layer on top of structured cabling is the building information networks which 
include switches, routers etc. together forms an IP based Network. The next layer comprises of applications or systems 
such as unified communications, mobility and building automations.

Unified communication delivers telephony, video conferencing, rich media and collaboration tools for increased 
productivity. At Benchmark we have strong technical expertise and years of experience in delivering projects to 
customer satisfaction coupled with unique creative approach starting from the very basic building block of cabling, 
whether it is inside or outside plant cabling to sophisticated applications of unified communication and mobility.
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Information Network Infrastructure
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An intelligently automated building enables property owners to make their property stand out with 
advanced services and thus increasing the value and creating new revenue streams. An intelligent 
building automation system enables facility managers to manage resources in a better way, improve 
community safety, reduce energy costs and control virtually every system from a central location.

By network-enabling possible building subsystems quickly and cost-effectively, our solutions make it 
possible to create an intelligent environment that provide the foundation for streamlined, single, 
efficient, secure and centrally managed operations to move today’s properties into the future.

Benchmark Technology have structured methodology and required technical knowledge to create 
new paradigm for the design and integration of building systems that provides you the opportunity 
to lower costs dramatically, improve services and improve productivity on almost every level.

Building Automation
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System Infrastructure

Whether you are setting up a new enterprise or improving 
an existing business, it is essential that data management 
and data storage are given their due importance and have a 
high-quality infrastructure in place. Correctly designed, 
functional and stable system infrastructure is a necessary 
base of safe and reliable IT operation, in all individual 
sections - starting from operating systems, client stations, 
mobile devices, IT control systems, management & 
administration to data storage. Whether you prefer WINTEL 
or UNIX servers, Storage Area Network (SAN) or Network 
Attached Storage (NAS), we assure you of our high 
standards and service. Our expertise in solutions and 
products offered in various industry verticals ensures fast, 
accurate and effective deployment.
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As connectivity increases, risk of attacks also 
increases. In such a situation two factors drive the 
need for a security system: the need to maintain 
the integrity of data communications and the 
need to protect intellectual property and 
information assets. A secure architecture requires 
assessment and configuration of every aspect of 
the network. IT security is an area that cannot be 
ignored in any enterprise today. With competitors 
always on your tail and corporate espionage on 
the rise you can feel safe with Benchmark as we 
recommend an optimal architecture and provide 
product recommendations.

Being truly secure with your technology and with 
the people advising you allows you to focus on 
what’s next, not to worry about what’s about to 
happen. Benchmark is a trusted advisor in every 
meaningful sense of word. Our commitment and 
advisory is designed to instill a real feel of security 
amongst our clients. From protecting your 
networks, whether it may be voice, data or video, 
to making every employee confident enough to 
use tools we develop for them; it’s really 
comforting to know you have the right partner.

Security
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Datacentre

Data centers whether supporting the needs of a single company or 
hosting tens of thousands of client applications are essential to the 
flow, processing and storage of information. As such they have to 
be extremely reliable and secure while being able to accommodate 
growth and reconfiguration. Your server farm is probably one of 
the most vital installations of your business. Apart from 
determining the physical location, preparing the datacenter 
requires special attention in access to power, amount of cooling, 
level of redundancy, setting up of pathways, strictness of security 
and type & capacity of media used inside.

We offer our professional services in the areas of design and 
implementation, datacenter preparation and management 
solution starting from very basic site preparation activities such as 
raised floor, false ceiling, raceways & path ways to electro 
mechanical components such as precision air conditioners, power 
and UPS, fire detection and protection of your valuable and 
expensive equipments. Furthermore we have strong partnerships 
that focus on the data center monitoring & management 
applications there by extending their strength, know-how and 
experience to our esteemed clients.
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Command and Control  Center

As the head of a business you understand the importance of 
business contingency planning which includes your war room or 
command & control center. A well prepared, well designed and 
organised command & control center means you’re equipped to 
deal with any unforeseen mishaps. We provide our services in this 
area, also equipping you with a video wall, superior command 
center design and other security operation center applications; 
keeping you in control of everything.
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Our belief is that every organisation needs to be prepared for
the future with a combination of forward thinking, creative 
developers and highly skilled engineers. Every aspect of Benchmark 
is created to ensure that you gain maximum value from your 
information communication infrastructure. With the expertise our 
technical and techno-commercial team has acquired, we provide 
our clients an optimised solution ranging from unified cabling 
infrastructure to solutions for energy efficient and sustainable
echo friendly buildings. Benchmark helps you optimise your 
operational costs and advise you in successful, innovative projects 
that actually lead to the real time enterprise. We provide 

 and 
services in all technology areas.
consultancy, after sales support implementation

Our consultants possess industry-specific expertise derived from working with diverse customers in varying environments which enables us to successfully plan and 
rapidly deploy solutions while transferring best practices and methodologies to your organization. We have the right professional resources that bring sound 
experience and understanding of business systems and an innovative approach that mitigates risk and keeps cost manageable.  We focus on solving ICT problems 
by considering all factors, but ensure to create more complete solutions and positively impact business outcome. 

To ensure our clients are satisfied, we provide comprehensive support and maintenance options for our solutions and products. Our support program service 
options include:

• E-mail support
• Telephone support
• AMC based on Service Level Agreements

We chose our partners on the basis of the potential for long term business relationships, and make a commitment to maintain trained engineering staff that 
enables us successful deployment and support. This in turn enables us to make a commitment to our clients that our engineers will be competent in deploying 
solutions that we supply, and that we are able to provide technical support to resolve any technical issues that may arise.
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Vision & Mission
Vision:

Mission:

•

•

 

Benchmark offers its diversified but uniquely blended knowledge, 
skills and expertise to the Saudi market ensuring required after sales 
support and assistance in operations for successfully sustaining projects. 
Our vision is to provide and manage turnkey ICT solutions in Saudi 
market by stressing on creativity, service excellence and client 
satisfaction. We strive to achieve regional dominance through strategic 
alliances and business partnerships.

Be the trusted partner and advisor who deliver network centric ICT 
solutions that contribute to the value proposition of our enterprise 
clientele.

Increase the flexibility, efficiency, utilization and security of an 
infrastructure, to provide:

Operational Excellence
 Innovative Technologies
Increased Performance

•
•
•

Believing that things can be different requires  Replacing them with something better takes  Approaching every problem with an open mind takes 
 And making sure your solution doesn’t create new problems takes We at Benchmark are working with a passion for solving unsolvable 

challenges and a real commitment to clients in varying industries. We are proud to be part of a new revolution:  

courage. skill.
flexibility. trust. 

Not only change how we live and work but 
also to change work and life itself.

Our Uniqueness
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